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Legal Disclaimer

This WiFi Map Litepaper is for information purposes only. WeConnectU AG, as the token issuing entity within
the WiFi Map ecosystem, does not guarantee the accuracy of or the conclusions reached in this Litepaper,
and this Litepaper is provided “as is”. The information shared in this Litepaper is not all-encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a
contractual relationship. The distribution of this Litepaper in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and
persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and comply with any
such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable law.
WeConnectU AG does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express, implied,
statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or non-infringement; (ii) that the contents of this Litepaper are free
from error; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe third-party rights. WeConnectU AG and its affiliates
shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on this Litepaper
or any of the content contained herein, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will
WeConnectU AG or its affiliates be liable to any person or entity for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or
expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary,
punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or reliance on this Litepaper or any of the content contained
herein, including, without limitation, any loss of business, revenues, profits, data, use, goodwill or other
intangible losses. This Litepaper or any other associated content does not constitute any advice to buy or sell
$WIFI tokens.



Prior to your participation in the purchase of $WIFI tokens, you shall carefully study this Litepaper and all the
documents associated with the same, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the same. Certain
statements, estimates and financial information featured in this Litepaper are forward-looking statements
that are based on and take into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which in
eventuality may align with the estimated results or may differ factually and substantially from the featured
estimates or results extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith. The content in
this Litepaper speaks only as of the date of this Litepaper and updates, revisions and/or changes to the
Litepaper and the WiFi Map platform itself are possible at any time. No representation or warranty, express or
implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of the Litepaper and/or the WiFi Map platform and the
information contained herein and no reliance should be placed on it.

Why are we building WiFi Map?

Our mission is

to provide people with

free internet access
worldwide
We believe that access to the internet is a fundamental human right. 

Connectivity leads to free speech and expression, equal access to education,
freedom of conscience and much more. We believe that everyone on the planet
should have a free, stable, secure, and fast connection to the internet.

Who do we serve?
We have developed a community-driven product for those who need free
internet access for different reasons.

We see that 3.7 billion people have never been connected to the internet. Millions
and millions of households can’t afford unlimited access plans even in Europe and
the US. Millions of travellers are lost with astronomical prices for roaming. Millions
of refugees, seasonal workers, students, and people on the edge of survival all
have a right to be connected to the world.

For billions of humans, connectivity is an unreachable privilege or simply a
significant cost. WiFi Map provides an internet connection to support their efforts
to move forward and do their best in life.

Who do we serve?
Market size
Given our global footprint and our wide and continuously expanding service
offering, we are able to offer our services to a large audience. 

More than 60% of our user base are digital natives, constantly connected to the
internet. About half of them are familiar with crypto and Web3 technologies.

Who are we?

WiFi Map is building

a community-driven
decentralized wireless
network
The desire to help is the fundamental motivation for the WiFi Map community.  

We know that millions of people share the same values and a lot of enthusiasts
are already with us. They contribute willingly to the platform, with their only
intention being to help their fellow humans have a decent internet connection.

Who are we?
Over the last eight years we have built a successful app with a large community
offering the following services:

Wi-Fi finder services

Global eSIM

Crowd-sourced map with
available hotspots anywhere
in the world

When WiFi is down the
4G/5G backup is always
available

Offline maps

Built-in VPN

All the info at your fingertips
even if data services are
down or when travelling and
roaming is too expensive

An essential service for
anyone looking for extra
security on their network
while they trade crypto or
perform other sensitive tasks

Speed test
Make sure your connection
will meet your needs

Who are we?

The team is made up of
people on a mission
Core team
Igor

Goldenberg

Denis 

Sklyarov

Co-Founder and CTO

Co-Founder and CEO

Simon

Keusen

Gary

Bogatin

CFO

CIO

Sasha

Bespamyatnov
Communications

Director

Alex

Aleinikau
Head of Design

Who are we?
The WiFi Map co-founders are technology entrepreneurs and pioneers of the
Web 2.0 technology era. Their projects were featured by Apple in 2010 when the
App Store was a relatively lonely place. 

Igor and Denis co-founded several technology companies, most importantly WiFi
Map. Igor’s Kenlo Group was a market leader in mobile development, building
award-winning custom applications since 2008.

2014

Year of fondation as

a bootstrapping startup

30+

Passionate teammates all
over the world

They have specialized in growth hacking for mobile apps by creating a
sustainable and profitable growth strategy and increasing conversions without
spending money on traditional marketing tactics. The founders, driven by a
mission to create an accessible internet connection to everyone on the planet,
transformed their thriving business into WiFi Map. 

For eight years WiFi Map has functioned as a bootstrapping startup, led by 30+
passionate teammates spread around the globe.

What sets us apart?
Our strong user base sets us apart from other projects. They love WiFi Map for its
idea, simplicity, quality and attention to detail. The common goal of increasing
the connectivity between people resonates strongly with our user base as can be
seen by millions of contributors adding value to our platform. 

Users have the ability to say thank you to the people who added a specific
hotspot - a feature which is used heavily. We plan to further increase this aspect
of our platform in the future, for example with in-app messaging and rewarding
contributors for the value they add.

What have we achieved so far?

WiFi Map started in 2014 as a community-driven wireless network and a
bootstrapping startup that achieved significant success in pursuing its mission.
Our core product is centered on our map which shows users the location of freeto-use WiFi hotspots close to where they are. Hotspots are added by our
community and we continuously monitor them for their usage and the value they
bring to the map. Via this mechanism, we are able to provide a crowd-sourced
map of connectivity worldwide.

150M users
We have served 150 million users from around the globe

(200+ countries)

13M contributors
13 million contributors helped us with our connectivity map

1B connections
We helped establish more than 1 billion connections

4.5B hotspots
Our database contains over 4.5 billion WiFi hotspots

4.6
Average rating according to more than a million reviews in
Google Play and the App Store

What have we achieved so far?
Despite the corona crisis, WiFi Map had an extraordinary 2021.

+17M

+4.2M

+4.0M

100M

New Android users

New iOS users

New web users

Wi-Fi connections

#1 App in 100 countries

We have been a number 1 app in more than 100 different
countries and we consistently rank as one of the most useful
apps in the travel category worldwide

What are our next steps in 2022–2023 and beyond?
Partnership development
Allow venues and businesses to have premium exposure (advertise) within
WiFi Map (stand out on the map, highlighted on the list etc.)
Engage in partnerships with booking sites (flights/hotels etc.) and
transportation companies (Uber, Lime etc.) where $WIFI token holders shall
receive certain benefits
Provide ad hoc connectivity on partner services
Partner up with airlines so our token can be used for inflight WiFi provided
by WiFi Map
Community-driven social projects across connectivity areas

Rapid expansion of map services
Ever-expanding map services — battery charging stations, restrooms,
scooter providers etc.
Wallet for crypto assets
Built-in messenger and browser

NFT integration & gamification
$WIFI token holders will get NFT avatars to be displayed in their profile
NFT avatars provide numerous perks (for example free internet even when their
data has expired, ad-free experience, custom design in the app etc.)

Roadmap
May 2014

1st WiFi on the Map

June 2016

Featured by App Store
April 2022

150M downloads + 3M MAU
October 2022

Internal eWallet

November 2022

TGE $WIFI

November 2022

Token integration

December 2022

Map extension

December 2022

WiFi-First (beta)

February 2023

Token earning

April 2023

Refunding data

June 2023

Holder’s perks

July 2023

Ad hoc connectivity

August 2023

Partnerships feature

August 2023

$WIFI messenger

September 2023

$WIFI browser

September 2023

Seamless connectivity
October 2023

MVNO launch

What is our long-term vision?

Our vision is to become

a global virtual mobile
network operator (MVNO)
We will achieve this by creating seamless connectivity for WiFi Map users with our
proprietary WiFi-First approach.

The efficiency of the existing wireless networks is low. With the social component
and its crowdsourced map of connectivity, WiFi Map can improve it significantly.
With our approach we will be able to connect our users ‘on-the-go’ to multiple
open connections around them and carry them over once the user changes
location. Only when the user moves outside of an area that is covered by us
would we connect them to the existing 4G/5G network.

This method allows us to significantly reduce connectivity costs for our users. The
more open connections there are in the network, the cheaper connectivity
becomes for the end user as the bandwidth demands are spread over multiple
nodes. Therefore every single contributor who adds to the network has a
measurable, positive impact on the network as a whole.

Why tokenize WiFi Map?
The $WIFI token is intended to provide digital access to the WiFi Map platform by
means of a blockchain-based infrastructure. 

The $WIFI token entitles the token holder to a host of benefits with superior utility
to your standard data provider as well as sharing in the value generated by our
community. It should ignite a sustainable economy within the WiFi Map ecosystem
to start the interconnection with the Web3 universe.

Redeeming $WIFI tokens
$WIFI token holders have the possibility to redeem their $WIFI token on the WiFi
Map platform in order to obtain WiFi Map platform services. For example, the
$WIFI token can be redeemed to obtain a data package. Furthermore, $WIFI
token holders have the possibility to hand back a part or the entire data package
if they haven’t used it yet and in return will receive a proportional amount of
$WIFI. Any unused $WIFI tokens will be stored in the user account for future use.

Benefits

Constant buy pressure on the token, due to people purchasing packages in fiat,
resulting in tokens being locked up, with the amount depending on their current
price.

The refund system for the unused
data (backed by tokens) will
increase the overall sales of data
packages. More users will be buying
them if they know they will get the
unused funds back.

Users will not delete, and will most
likely use the app again for data
packages if they have tokens on it.

Why tokenize WiFi Map?
$WIFI token use case

A wallet will store $WIFI token
balances for every user

Ability to redeem $WIFI token for
WiFi Map products and services

User discount when redeeming
$WIFI token for obtaining
subscription services (VPN, offline
maps, no ads etc.), as well as
discounts on one-time purchases
within the WiFi Map platform (eSIM
data plans for 1GB, 3GB, 5GB)

All subscription services will include
a bonus of a certain amount of GB.
Users that do not entirely use the
purchased/awarded GB can
convert them into $WIFI

Users will have an option to earn $WIFI via active engagement with the WiFi Map
ecosystem. This will be done by leveraging the current reputation score that
people are already used to. For example, points towards the score can be earned
by various activities such as registration, daily app usage, watching ads, adding
and verifying WiFi hotspots, running speed tests etc. This creates a ranking and
competition among contributors to reach a high score

Why tokenize WiFi Map?
User engagement
Our core service of providing a map with open WiFi hotspots to our users is
dependent on our large group of contributors. With the introduction of the $WIFI
token, we want to further incentivize them to add utility to our platform and
support the network expansion. For this reason, we plan to distribute tokens to
contributors who perform various services on our platform such as adding
hotspots, performing speed tests and much more, giving them the option to
monetize their work. Contributors can then spend these tokens on our platform for
services or sell them on third-party exchanges.

WiFi token generation and allocation

Token sale key principles

Token allocation

Allocation %

Team

13%

Advisors

5%

Airdrop

1%

Marketing

7%

Ecosystem reward

7.5%

Ecosystem development

14.5%

Staking rewards

5%

Treasury

20%

Private round

3.5%

Community sale

11.5%

1

Public sale

4%

1

Floating liquidity

(MM/exchanges/in app)

8%

Will be used as per liquidity
needed on DEX and CEX

Total token supply:

TGE & vesting

Locked for 12 months followed by

an 18-month vesting schedule

Locked for 12 months followed by

an 18-month vesting schedule

Locked for 3 months followed by

a 3-month vesting schedule

0% unlocked at TGE, then
released over 36 months

0% unlocked at TGE, then
released over 36 months

0% unlocked at TGE, then
released over 36 months

0% unlocked at TGE, then
released over 48 months

Locked for 6 months followed by
a 48-month vesting schedule

5% TGE, followed by a 1-month
cliff, rest over 12 months

5% TGE, rest over 5 months

5% TGE, rest over 5 months

1,000,000,000

WiFi token generation and allocation

Fund allocation

We plan to allocate the funds generated from the $WIFI token sale to further
expand our WiFi Map platform. We plan to do this by

Expansion of our team capabilities: in-house development, product team,
business development, marketing, and community management

Additional features and services for

New partnerships and

our WiFi Map ecosystem

collaborations

Growing the WiFi Map user base

Pursuing strategic acquisitions when

and nurturing the community

deemed optimal

WiFi token generation and allocation

We are holding the token sale over three stages

Private sale

Fixed price for the token for all VCs — $0.03 per 1 $WIFI

Only limited group of investors invited (visioneers, trustworthy, shared
beliefs)

3.5% of the $WIFI supply

Community sale

Fixed price — $0.045 per 1 $WIFI

Investment opportunity for limited group of trustworthy loyal community
members

11.5% of the $WIFI supply

Public sale

Fixed price for the round — $0.06 per 1 $WIFI

4% of the $WIFI supply

An internet connection

is a fundamental right,

not a privilege.

